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Universal Flip Down Easy Fit Guide

Does this fit my car?
Our overhead DVD's and monitors are compatible with any vehicle as long as there is enough flat
surface to mount it. Figuring out whether any of our universal flip down units will fit your vehicle is
an easy process that involves a couple of quick questions.

Quest

ion #1

Is there currently any sort of console or obstruction in the
middle of your headliner?

Not enough room because of the console

YES.

NO.

A flat surface is needed for one of our flip down units. If there is a console in the middle of
your headliner, this would impede the installation of a flip down unit. A flat surface with
adequate space is necessary to mount an overhead monitor. A flip down monitor will not
work in this vehicle.
Any of our flip down monitors will fit your vehicle.

Call us for technical support at 800-363-0096
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Does this fit my car?
Our overhead DVD's and monitors are compatible with any vehicle as long as there is enough flat
surface to mount it. Figuring out whether any of our universal flip down units will fit your vehicle is
an easy process that involves a couple of quick questions.

Quest

ion #2

YES.

NO.

Are there any A/C controls located on your headliner?

Any A/C controls located in the center of the headliner will make it difficult to install a flip
down monitor. It maybe possible to install a monitor but will require the installer to find a
way to relocate the controls and electrical connections to a new location. This task is difficult
for many installers and in most cases a flip down unit would not fit your vehicle.
Any of our flip down monitors will fit your vehicle.

Call us for technical support at 800-363-0096
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Does this fit my car?
Our overhead DVD's and monitors are compatible with any vehicle as long as there is enough flat
surface to mount it. Figuring out whether any of our universal flip down units will fit your vehicle is
an easy process that involves a couple of quick questions.

Quest

ion #3

YES.

NO.

Is there currently a sunroof/moonroof located on the roof of
your vehicle?

Contrary to popular belief a sunroof/moonroof does not automatically mean that a flip down
monitor can not be installed in your vehicle. The installation process is slightly different but
as long as there is a large enough flat surface for the monitor to fit, the installation can be
completed.
Any of our flip down monitors will fit your vehicle.

Call us for technical support at 800-363-0096

